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Abstract 
Besicoviteh (1941) and Egglestone (1949) analyzed subsets of points ofthe 
unit interval with given frequencies in the figures of their base-p expansions. 
We extend this analysis to self-similar sets, by replacing the frequencies of 
figures with the frequencies of the generating similitudes. We foeus on the 
interplay among sueh sets, self-similar measures, and Hausdorff measures. 
We give a fine-tuned classifieation of the Hausdorff measures aeeording to the 
singularity of the self-similar measures with respect to those measures. We 
show that the self-similar measures are eoncentrated on sets whose frequencies 
of similitudes obey the law of the iterated logarithm. 
1 Introduction 
The research developed in this article is motivated by the following well-lmown 
example. Let 1 = [0,1) e IR, and take an integer m > 1. Let M = {O, 1, ... , m -
1}. For x E 1 and j E M, let bj(x) be the asymptotic frequency of the figure j 
in the non-terminanting base--m expansion of x, x = ¿iEJN aim-i with ai E M. 
Given a set of positive numbers {Po, ... , Pm-l} such that LiEM pi=l, consider the 
set Am(po, ... ,Pm-I)C 1 composed ofthose x such that bj(x) = Pj for j E M. 
In 1934 Besicovitch proved that the Hausdorff dimension of the set A2(p, 1-p) is 
given by -log2(p1'(1- p)l-P) [Bes]. Egglestone generalized this formula for m > 2. 
More precisely, he proved [Egg] that the Hausdorff dimension of Am(po, ... ,Pm-l) is 
given by 
d· A ( ) ¿:,al Pi logpi zm mpO,···,Pm-1 = ' (1) 
- ogm 
In 1960 Billingsley [Bil] considered Hausdorff measures on a probability space (n, A, ¡.t) carrying a stochastic process {Xl, X2, . .. } with a finite state space. He 
found the Hausdorff dimension of sets of points characterized by the asymptotic 
frequency ofthe transitions between the states when the process {XI,X2""} is a 
regular Markov chain. The probability space (n, A, ¡.t) can be chosen to be the 
unit interval in the realline with the Lebesgue measure, and then the results of 
Besicovitch and Egglestone turn out to be a particular case of those of Billingsley. 
Iterated function systems with probabilities [Bar] can be regarded as geometri-
cal realizations of the scheme of Billingsley. We introduce in this paper a natural 
extension of the definition of the Besicovitch-Egglestone sets in this context, as sets 
of points with given asymptotic frequencies of their generating contractions. In the 
case when the contractions are similitudes satisfying a suitable separation condition, 
the formula (1) for the dimension of the Besicovitch-Egglestone sets can be gener-
alized in a natural way. This can be derived from results in [DGSH] and theorem 1 
in this paper (see section 2). 
Self-similar measures [Hut] can be considered as geometric projections of product 
probability measures from an abstract Cantor seto In this paper we analyze the 
relationships among such measures, Hausdorff measures, and certain sets that, as 
the Besicovitch-Egglestone sets, are characterized by the asymptotic properties of 
their generating similitudes. In section 2 we describe the main results of the paper 
and we give the proofs in section 3. 
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2 Main Results 
Let il! = {'Pi: i E M}, with M={1,2, ... ,m}, be a system of contractive similitudes 
of lR,N, where N is a positive integer. We call S(N, M) the set of such systems. 
There exists a unique compact set E such that E = Sil!(E):= UiEM'Pi(E) [Hut]. E 
is called the self-similar set generated by il!. There exists a surjective mapping 11' 
from the product space M'" := M x M x ... onto E given by 
1I'(i) = n ('Pi, o 'Pi, O··· o 'Pi. (E)), for i = (i 1 i2 ••• ) E M"'. 
kEN 
Let s be the unique real number such that LiEM ri = 1, where ri is the contraction 
ratio of 'Pi for i E M. We assume that the standard open set condition (OSC) holds 
for the system il! (see section 3). It is known that the Hausdorff dimension of E is 
given by s [Hut]. 
Let p+ be the set of positive probability vectors in M, that is, p E p+ iff 
p = (Pi: i E M) with p( i) = Pi > O for all i and L-iEM Pi = 1. Given p E P+, we 
denote by vp the probability measure on M'" defined by the infinite--fold product 
measure pxpx .. " Let flp be the projected product measure supported by E, that 
is flp = vp o 11'-1. Let M+ = {flp: p E p+} be the set of such measures on E, also 
called self-similar measures [Ban]. We will write p, for the choice p = (r¡ : i E M). 
In [DGSH] it was proved that the Hausdorff dimension of the measure flp is given 
by 
d· () L-iEM Pi log Pi (2) Imflp = s p := , 
L-iEM Pi log r i 
where dimfl = inf{dimA: fl(A) = 1} and dim(·) stands for the Hausdorff dimension 
(see section 3 for a definition). Observe that s(p) = s for p = p,. 
We now formulate the main results in this papero Let 0 be the overlapping set 
of E, that is 
0= U ('Pi (E) n 'Pj(E)). 
i'¡'i 
The following theorem will be used throughout the papero 
Theorem 1. (0-lemma) 
fl(0) = O for all fl E M+. 
(3) 
Theorem 1 solves a problem posed by C. Bandt [Ban] about the singularity 
of self-similar measures when 11' is not injective. It is well-known that different 
choices of p yield measures Vp on M'" which are mutually singular (see e.g. [Wal]). 
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This obviously implies that the induced self-similar measures /lp are also mutually 
singular when 1[ is a bijection. Whether the same property holds when 1[ fails to 
be an injection is an open problem [Ban]. The result aboye shows that, under the 
ose, two distinct self-similar measures are mutually singular. 
Let H<P denote the q,-Hausdorff measure assocÍated with a dimension function q, 
(see section 3 for a definition). We write H t for q,(~) == e. We now state the main 
result in this paper, which concerns the geometry of self-similar measures. Observe 
that it cannot be decided from (2) whether the measure /lp is singular or absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Hausdorff measure HS(p). The following theorem can 
be proved, which answers this problem by means of a fine--tuned classification of 
Hausdorff measures. 
Theorem 2. 
Let \J! E S(N, M) satisfying the ose and p E p+ be given. Let a > O 
and 9 == {q,,,, }"'~o be the one-parameter family of real functions 
where s(p) is given in (2), and 
Let 
c(p) == O::: r;!ogpit1 < O. 
ieM 
d(p) = (¿:(logPi - s(p) log r¡)2Pi) 1/2 
ieM 
Then, for the self-similar measure /lp induced by p, it holds 
i) /lp is singular w.r.t. H<pa for-Q ::; a < d(p). 
ii) /lp is absolutely continuous w.r. t. H<pa for a > d(p). 
(5) 
(6) 
iii) /lp has an integral representation w.r.t. a Hausdorff measure H t if 
and only if p = p., and thus t = s. 
Since HS(p) ~ H<pa for al! a > O, theorem 2 implies that, for p =1 Ps, the self-
similar measure /lp is singular with respect to the Hausdorff measure HS(p). On the 
other hand, theorem 2 al!ows us to discern which of two given measures with the 
same dimension is concentrated on a "smal!er" set (in the sense oí the q,-Hausdorff 
measure). Notice that s(p) = s(q) for p =1 q is a plausible case. In such a case, 
the discriminating parameter is the standard deviation d(p) of a random variable 
which depends on the pair (\J!, /lp). More precÍsely, if s(p) = s( q) for p =1 q but 
d(p) > d(q), then H<pa(B) = +00 for any set B of positive /lq-measure and for 
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all d(p) > a > d(q), whereas H4>·(D) = O for a set D of full jlp-measure. Thus, 
if d(p) > d( q), the measure jlp is concentrated on a smaller set (from a geometric 
point of view) than that on which jlq is. 
We next turn our attention to some natural sets that concentrate the measure 
jlp thus providing an alternative approach to self-similar geometry to that supplied 
by self-similar measures. 
For j E M and i = (i¡, i 2 , ... ) E Moo, let ój(i) be the asymptotic frequency of 
the symbol j in the sequence i, i.e. 
ój(i) = lim .!.card{k: ik = j, 1::; k ::; n}. 
n-+oo n 
We call the Besicovitch set of lJi E S(N, M) associated with the probability vector 
p = (Pi)iEM the subset of E given by 
Bp = {1f(i): i E Moo , ój(i) = Pj for allj E M}. (7) 
The Hausdorff dimension of the sets Bp is shown to be s(p) This is in essence 
a consequence of the law of large numbers, formula (2), and the El-Iemma. In 
particular, since jlp(Bp) = 1 because of the strong law oflarge numbers, (2) provides 
a lower bound for the dimension of Bp. An argument involving suitable coverings oí 
the set Bp could be used to prove that dimBp = s(p), provided that the overlapping 
set El has zero jlp-measure (which is the content oí theorem 1). 
For j E Mk := Mx .(~). xM, let Pj = Pj,Pj,'" Pj" and let ój(i) denote the 
asymptotic frequency of appearance of the finite sequence j in the infinite code 
i E Moo, i.e. 
ój(i)= lim .!.card{q:iq =jl' iq+l=j2, ... ,iq+k- 1 =jk, 1 ::;q::;n}. (8) 
n-++oo n 
We also define the thin Besicovitch set B~oo) oí lJi E S(N, M) associated with p by 
B(OO) - n B(k) p - P , (9) 
kEN 
where 
(10) 
Birkhoff's ergodic theorem implies that jlp( B~oo») = 1, and thus dimB~oo) ~ s(p) 
from (2). Since B~oo) e Bp , then dimB~oo) = s(p). 
Let r be the shift mapping on Moo, i.e. 
r(i¡,i 2 ,i3 , ... ) = (i 2 ,i3 , ... ). (11) 
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Given a random variable Z: M H IR and a sequence i == (i1 , i 2, ••• ) E Meo, let 
n 
S;(i) == I: Z o pr1 o ri(i), (12) 
;=1 
where pr1 is the projection mapping Meo H Monto the first coordinate 
(13) 
Let X be the random variable M H IR defined by 
X(i) == logp¡ - s(p)logr¡, i E M. (14) 
Let e[·] denote the expectation, with respect to the probability p, oí a random 
variable defined in M. Observe that e[X] == O and e[X2] == d(p)2, where d(p) is 
defined in (6). Consider the set Lp defined by 
Lp == {1r(i) E Bp : i E Meo, limsuPn((2nloglogn)-1/2 S;(i)) == d(p), (15) 
liminín((2nloglogn)-1/2 S;(i)) == -d(p)}. 
The set Lp carfÍes the whole !1p-measure, because oí the law oí the iterated loga-
rithm. This permits to show that dimLp == s(p), since Lp e Bp. Furthermore, the 
set Lp charactefÍzes a null Hs(p)-measure set concentrating !1p, which is guaranteed 
to exist by virtue of theorem 2 part i). 
We collect the aboye íacts, as well as others concerning the Hausdorff measure, 
in the 
Theorem 3. 
Let p E P+. Let Bp , B~eol, and Lp be the sets defined in (7), (9), and 
(16) respectively. Then 
i) dimBp ==dimBf,"") == s(p). 
ii) 0< HS(Bp ,) == HS(B~":'») == W(Lp,) == HS(E) < +00. 
iii) For any p i- Ps, the Hs(p)-measure of the set B~eo) is either zero or 
infinity. If dim(Bp n 0) < s(p), then the Hs(p)-measure oí the set Bp 
is either zero or infinity. 
iv) Let p i- Ps. Then Lp is a set of íull !1p-measure, and Hausdorff 
dimension s(p). Furthermore, H,(p)(Lp) == O. 
Part ii) oí theorem 3 provides a good reason to regard the points oí Bp , as the 
"normal" points (in the sense oí Borel) of the self-similar set E. Moreover, Bt) can 
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be thought oí as the true "core" oí the set E. Part iii) is a consequence oí a stronger 
result on SIl1-invariant sets (see proposition 3.7). It íollows from that result that 
there is no SIl1-invariant t-set (that is, with finite and positive Ht-measure) in E 
for dimE> < t < s. 
The problem of finding the exact Hausdorff measure of the Besicovitch sets in 
their dimension remains open. Part iii) in the aboye theorem gives some clues about 
this question. 
In order to see that Besicovitch-Egglestone sets are obtained as a particular case 
.. oí our scheme, let M = {O, 1, ... , m - 1}, and consider the system of similitudes 
W = {rpi : i E M} on 1=[0,1], where rpi(X) = m-l(x + i) for i E M. Then 1 is the 
self-sirnilar set generated by 1l1, and Am (Po, ... , Pm-l) is the Besicovitch set Bp oí 
ll1 associated with p = (Po, ... ,Pm-l) as defined in (7). The Hausdorff dimension 
of Am(po, ... ,Pm-¡) given in (1) is obtained from (2) by substituing ri = m-1 íor 
every i. Therefore (2) generalizes formula (1) to self-sirnilar sets. Moreover theorem 
3 applies to the sets Am(po, ... ,Pm-¡). In particular, the sets of Besicovitch and 
Egglestone have either zero or infinite Bausdorff measure in their dimensiono 
Remark 4 
We remark here that the dimension íormula in (2) can be interpreted in terms 
oí the ergodic theory of dynamical systems. More in particular, we pursue an ex-
planation oí s(p) in the spirit of [You]. See [Wal] for definitions. 
Let p E p+ and consider the dynamical system (E, T, JLp), where T is the shift 
mapping on the self-similar set; that is, T is defined by T o 'Ir = 11' o r, r being 
the Bernouilli shift on Moo defined in (11). From the E>-lemma we learn that the 
measure spaces (MOO,vp) and (E,JLp) are isomorphic (both endowed with the (7-
algebra generated by the class of cylinders, see remark 3.2). Moreover, T and r are 
isomorphic measure-preserving transíormations. Therefore JLp and vp has the same 
measure-theoretíc entropy, given by h(JLp) = - ZiEM Pi logpi (see [WalJ). 
The Raghunathan's version of Oseledec's theorem [Rag] allows the computation 
oí the whole Liapunov spectrum oí the system (E, T, JLp). Specifically, using the law 
oí large numbers, it can be proved that all the N Liapunov exponents oí the system 
are given by 
A(Il1, JLp) := - L Pi log ri > O 
ieM 
íor JLp-almost all x E E (which in particular implies that the dynamical system 
(E, T,JLp) displays sensitive dependence on initial conditions). Taking into account 
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these two facts, the formula (2) for s(p) can be written as 
. h(/lp) 
dlm/lp = >.(w )' 
,/lp 
(16) 
Observe that the right-hand side of formula (16) is always defined for any (J.p E M+. 
3 Proofs 
We first give sorne basic definitions and notation. 
Given ACIRN and ó > O, a ó-covering of the set A is a collection of sets {U;}¡EJN 
such that U¡ U¡ ::) A with 1 U¡ 1:::; ó, where 1 . 1 stands for the diameter of a seto 
Let :F denote the set of dimension functions, defined by 
:F = {,p: (O, ó) f--t IR + / ,p continuous, increasing, lim ,p( Ü = O, O < ó < 1 } 
e-o+ 
We will use the spherical ,p-Hausdorff measure throughout this paper, Le. for,p E :F, 
let 
H"(A) = sup inf{2:,p(IB¡\): {B¡} isaó-coveringofAbyballs}. 
6>0 iEJN 
The expression behind the supremum is denoted by Ht(A). For,p E :F satisfying 
limsuPe_o(,p(2e)!<P(e)) = ,p* < +00, H" is comparable to the standard .p--Hausdorff 
measure H", in the sense that (,p*)-IH"(A):::; H"(A):::; H"(A) for A e IRN. 
Let Ha be the Hausdorff measure associated with the dimension function ,p( e) = 
ea. The Hausdorff dimension dimA of a subset A e IRN is given by the threshold 
value 
dimA = sup{a: W(A) > O} = inf{a: W(A) < +oo}. 
We call U and u, respectively, the maximum and minimum of the set {r¡ : i E M} 
(r¡ is the contraction ratio of the similitude CJ';). We assume that U < 1. 
We say that W fulfills the open set condition if there exists an open set V e IRN 
such that Sw(V) ~ V and CJ'¡(V)nCJ'j(V) = 0 for i,j E M with i =? j. We write F 
for the c10sure of V, V. We may assume without loss of generality that 1 V 1= 1. 
We write M* for the set of finite sequences with terms in M. Given a sequence 
j = (jI, j2, . .. ,jk) E Mk, CJ'j stands for the composite similitude CJ'i. o CJ'i> o· .. o CJ'i., 
and rj does for its contraction ratio rj¡ r¡, ... r¡ •. A cylinderis the set of sequences 
of Moo whose k-first figures are those of j, that is 
(17) 
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For k E lN and i E M oo , i(k) denotes the curtailed sequence (i l i 2 ••• i k ). 
Ej and.Fj stand respectively for the irnage sets 'Pj(E) and 'Pj(F), which will also 
be called cylinders (on E). 
Observe that the set 
e* = {x E E : x = 11'(i) = 11'0) for sorne pair i,j E M oo , i =F j} 
can be written as the countable un ion e* = U¡eM' 'P¡(e). In particular this irnplies 
that, for any ¡.t E M+, if e is a ¡.t-nul! set then e* also is. We first give the proof 
of the e-Iernrna. 
Proof of theorem 1. Since V satisfies the ose for the systern W, it is known 
[Sch] that V n E =F 0 (strong ose) holds when M is finite. 
Given an x E E and an i EMoo such that 11'(i) = X we define the shift i-orbit of 
x as the set ¡¡(x) = {x, Xl, X2," .}, where for m :2: 1, Xm = 'P;;': o ... o 'P~I(X), and 
we define the shift orbit of X as O(x):= Uh¡: i E Moo, 11'(i) = x}. 
For j E M*, let ój(i) be the limit in (8), and consider the 'thin' Besicovitch subset 
of the space Moo 
13~OO) = {i E M oo : Ój(i) = Pj, j E M* } 
(recall that Pj = Pj.Pil ... Pi, for j E Mk). 
Observe the following two facts. 
(i) Since p E P+, O(11'(i)) is dense in E for each i E 13~oo). 
(ii) O(x) e av for al! x E av n E, because otherwise, xm E ¡¡(x) n V for sorne 
m E lN and for sorne i E Moo, would imply that Xm-l = 'Pim(Xm) E ¡¡(x) n V, and 
recursively that x E V. 
Assurne there exists an x E 11'(13~oo») n e. Since x E e, x = 11'(i) = 11'(j) for 
i, j E Moo and x E 'Pi. (E) n 'Pi! (E) e 'Pi, (F) n 'Pi! (F) with i l =F jI. Moreover, 
frorn the ose, x E 'Pi, (av) n 'Pj. (av). Therefore, if ¡¡(x) = {x, Xl, X2, .. . }, then 
Xl E av n E, and ¡i,Í3 ... (Xl) e av frorn (ii). Since ¡hi3 ... (X¡) is dense in E, av is 
also dense in E which contradicts the strong ose. Hence 11'(13~oo») n e = 0, and in 
particular ¡.tp(e) = O since ¡.tp(11'(13~oo»)) = vp(13~oo») = 1 frorn the Birkhoff's ergodic 
theorern. O 
Remark 3.1 Assurne M = lN. Even though we are not concerned in this paper 
with self-sirnilar sets generated by an infinite systern of similitudes fulfilling ose 
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[Mor] , it is worth mentioning that theorem 1 also holds in this case. We give 
here a justification. If II is any finite subset of IN, and we consider the system 
II1 ll = {'P¡: i E II} with self-simlar set set E ll , V obviously fulfills the ose for II1n. 
From [Sch], V n En =f 0 and therefore V n E =f 0. Thus the strong ose holds, and 
the proof of theorem 1 also applies to the infinite case. 
Remark 3.2 Let Eoo = 1I'-1(E\ EJ*). The mapping 11' h;= is a bijection onto E\ EJ*. 
This allows us to consider a unique fixed i" = 11'-1 (x) E Eoo for each x E E \ EJ*. We 
will use this fact often throughout this section. From the EJ-Iema ¡tp(E \ EJ*) = 1 
for every positive probability p on M. More precisely, the EJ-Iemma implies that, 
for each p E P+, the measure spaces (MOO, C,vp) and (E, C",¡tp) are isomorphic, 
where C" denotes the u-algebra on E induced by 11' from the u-algebra C generated 
by the class of cylinders on Moo. 
From now onwards, let p be any fixed probability in P+. For convenience, we 
drop the subindex p from ¡tp' We need sorne previous results in order to prove 
theorems 2 and 3. 
Given a prod.uct measure ¡t E M+ and a dimension function 4> E :F we define 
the following 4>-upper density 01 ¡t over (geometrical) cylinders at x E E 
-~ . ¡t(Fi(k») dp(x) = sup{hmsup 4>( ) : i E 1I'-1(X)} 
k--++oo ri(k) (18) 
We will write d~ when 4>(0 = e· 
For each ball B of diameter r > O, consider the collection of sets G(B) given by 
G(B) = {Fi(k): i E M oo , Fi(k) n B =f 0, ri(k) ::; r and ri(k-1) > r} (19) 
The following lernma is a slightly extended version of a well-known one [MM]. 
Lemma 3.3 Let B be any open ball with diameter r > O, then 
i) cardG(B) ::; q < +00 independently of r. 
ii) I: 4>(1 PI)::; q4>(r) for any 4> E :F 
PEG(B) 
(20) 
(21) 
We say that a family of sets {U¡}¡ElN e E is ¡t-disjointed if ¡t(U¡ n Ui) = O for 
i =f j. From the EJ-Iemma, every covering of a su bset oí E by (geometric) cylinders 
can be taken to be ¡t-disjointed. 
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Lemma 3.4 LetU = {OihJN be afamily of cylinders in E, i.e. U e {E¡: i E M*}, 
such that Oi ct Oj for i i' j. Then U is ¡.t-disjointed. 
Theorem 3.5 Let A e E, and a, b be two positive constants. 
i) Ifsup"'EA d'!(x) < a, then H~(A) ~ (aq)-l¡.t(A), where q is as in (20). 
ii) Ifinf"'EA d'!(x) > b, then H~(A) $ b-1• 
proof: 
i) Let n E IN, and consider the set 
An = {7I'(i) E A\0*: i E M oo , forall k ~ n¡.t(F¡(k») < (a-c)¡fJ(ri(k») forsomec > O}. 
Then {A,,} is a non-decreasing sequence of sets with U" A" ~ A and such that 
¡.t(A \ U" An) = O, because of the e-lemma. Consider a countable 5-covering n" = 
{Bj}j of An by balls, with un> 5, and take, for each Bj En", the collection 
Gj(n) = {P E G(Bj): P n An i' 0}, 
where G(Bj) is defined in (19). Now, for the chosen covering, we obtain 
¿ ¡fJ(1 Bj 1) ~ q-l ¿ ¿ ¡fJ(1 P 1) ~ 
BjEnn j PEGj(n) 
~ q-1a-1 ¿ ¿ ¡.t(P) ~ (qa)-l¡.t(A,,), 
i Gj(n) 
where (21), the definition of Gj(n), and the fact that U j UGj(n) P ::> An have been 
applied in that order. Thus we obtain that H!(A) ~ H!(An ) ~ (aq)-l¡.t(An ) for 
each n. Letting 5 tend to O, we obtain H~(A) ~ (aq)-l ¡.t(A), since ¡.t(A,,) increases 
to ¡.t(A). 
ii) Let e > O with b - e > O. For each x E A, choose sorne i", E 71'-l(X) such 
that the inequality ¡.t(Fl.(k») > (b - c)¡fJ(r¡.(k») holds for infinitely many k. Now, for 
5 > O, take I< E IN such that UK < 5. For each x E A consider the integer 
k(x) = min{k : k > I<, ¡.t(F¡.(k») > (b - c)¡fJ(ri.(k»)}' 
The collection {Fl.(k): k = k(x), x E A} can be taken to be a ¡.t-disjointed 
5-covering, U, of A by cylinders. Therefore 
¿ ¡fJ(ri(k») $ (b - ct1 ¿¡.t(Fi(k») $ (b - ct1¡.t(E), 
u u 
so that H! $ (b - c)-l for an e > O arbitrarily small, and the result follows. O 
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Lemma 3.6 Let e = c(p) as given in (5), and Ic(e) = (2IogeClogloglogeC)1/2. 
Then, for every i E Moo such that 1I'(i) E Bp 
lim !c(r¡(k)) = 1 
k-++oo (2k log log k)1/2 (22) 
proof: 
Let R be the random variable on M defined by R(í) = logri, í E M. Consider 
the Bernouilli process {Rj}j, defined by Rj = ROprl 07i , where pr¡ is the projection 
onto the first coordinate (see (13)) and r is the shift mapping in (11). Observe that 
Sf(i) = logri(k)' where the notation in (12) is used. 
Let i E Moo such that 1I'(i) E Bp. It can be seen that limk-+oo k-l Sf(i) = e-l. 
Let O < e < e-\ and take kl such that k(l + ce) < clogri(k) < k(l - ce) holds for 
k > kl. Let k2 be large enough so that both log 10g(1 + ce)k j log log k > 1 + ce and 
log 10g(1 - ce)kj log log k < 1 - ce hold for k > k2 . Now, for k > max{kl , k2 }, the 
inequalities 
!c(ri(k)) 
1 + ce < (2k loglog k)1/2 < 1 - ce , .'" / , "">' !'-<' i,'. . \, (:i '-!).. '¡ 
\'. 'O 
'{¿ /;) ;), ~<~ 
t}, / '. 
hold, and thus (22) follows. O 
'to., ~., ~ S''f¡~Nj.\') , 
Proof of theorem 2. Given a Borel measure ¡.t, C.A. Rogers and - .J. Taylor 
[RT] characterized those 4>-Hausdorff measures with respect to (w.r.t.) which ¡.t is 
singular and those with respect to which ¡.t is absolutely continuous in terms of the 
standard 4>-upper density (e.g. over dyadic intervals) of ¡.t. The key result to obtain 
such a characterization in terms of the density (18) defined over cylinders is the 
density theorem 3.5. It allows us to use the above mentioned characterization by 
means of the following version of the theorem in [RT]. 
Rogers-Taylor Theorem 
Let ¡.t be a measure in lR,N with a-algebra A, and let 4> E:F. Assume 
there exist an A-measurable function d = d(~,~), d: lR,N f-> [O, +00] and 
a constant G > O such that 
(i) If d(x) < a for all x E A, then aCH~(A) ~ ¡¡(A) for any A E A. 
(ii) If d(x) > b for all x E A, then H~(A) ~ Gb-1 • 
Then 
(a) ¡.t is absolutely continuous w.r. t. H~ if and only if d( x) < +00 ¡.t-a.e. 
(b) ¡¡ is singular w.r.t. H~ if and only if d(x) = +00 ¡.t-a.e. 
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(e) '" has an integral representation w.r.t. H'" if and only if 0< d(x) < 
+00 ",-a.e. 
(A rneasure '" has an integral representation w.r. t. the measure H'" if there exists 
a Borel set Eo with <p-Hausdorff measure u-finite and an H"'-integrable funetion f 
such that ",(A) = JAnEo f(x)dH"'). 
-.¡, We now proceed to prove theorem 2. We take the upper density dp (') defined 
in (18) as the function d(·) in the Rogers-Taylor theorern. Sorne calculus allows 
to eheck that <Pa actually belongs to the class:F. Notice that the measure-spaces 
isornorphisrn in remark 3.2 along with theorern 3.5 supply the hypothesis in the 
Rogers-Taylor theorem for the self-similar rneasure '" and the point function d~. 
Let X be the random variable defined in (14). Recall that t:[X] = O and t:[X2] = 
d(p )2. Consider the Bernouilli process {XdkEW, where X k = X o pr! o rk (pr! and 
r were defined in (13) and (11) respectively). Let 9 be the family defined in (4). 
Note that the function <Pa E 9 can be written as <pa(e) = es(p) exp(afc(p)(e)), where 
fc(p) is as in lemma 3.6. For a > O, the <Pa-upper density at each x E E \ 0* can be 
written as 
(23) 
where i = 1f-!(x). 
Frorn the 0-lernma, lernrna 3.6 and the law of the iterated logarithm applied to 
the sequence of random variables S;, we get from expression (23) that for a set of 
full ",-rneasure ~·(x) = +00 if O::; a < d(p), and d!·(x) == O if a> d(p). Therefore, 
frorn parts (a) and (b) in the Rogers-Taylor theorem, parts i) and ii) of theorem 2 
follow. 
Consider now, for t > O, the random variable X(t) defined by 
X(t)(i) = logpi - tlogr¡, i E M, (24) 
and observe that the t-upper density at x E E \ 0* can be written as 
-t 
so that the boundedness of the density O < dp(x) < +00 for ",-alrnost every x and 
for sorne t > O is equivalent to the fact that 
-00 < limsup S;('\i) < +00 
n 
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for v-almost every i. This boundedness requires &[X(tl] == ° and &[XW ] == 0, and 
thus t == s(p) and Pi == r:(Pl for i E M. This is only plausible if s(p) == s. Part (e) 
in the theorem by Rogers and Taylor proves part (iii) of theorem 2. O 
We now proceed to prove theorem 3. We firstly remark on some general faets 
about Besieovitch sets. Observe that a Besicovitch set can also be written as 
Bp == n U n n {7I'(i) : i E M oo and Pj - n-1 < Ój(i,k) < Pi + n-1 }, 
nelN NelN k?N ieM 
where the notation ój(i, k) stands for the frequeney of the symbol j in the finite 
sequence i(k). The bracketed set in that expression is a finite union of cylinders 
Ej, j E M*, so that it is a c10sed seto This shows that a Besicovitch set is an 
p.ó set, and as a consequence it is a Borel seto Moreover, the Besicovitch sets are 
non-compact self-similar (S\!i-invariant) sets, i.e. S\!i(Bp) == Bp for any p in M. 
Observe also that Bp is dense in E for any p E P+. Notice that the same properties 
hold for the thin Besicovitch sets B~ool and the set Lp. 
Proof of theorem 3 part i). Given (2) and the definitions (7) and (9), we only 
need to prove that dimBp ::; s(p). This can be directly obtained from theorem 3.5. 
Let t > s(p), and consider the random variable X(tl defined in (24). Notice that 
the t-u pper densi ty at any x E Bp verifies 
d~(x) <:: exp(limsupS;(t)(i)) 
n 
for any i E 71'-l(x). Since &[X(tl] > 0, and 
li~n-1S;(t)(i$) == &[X(tl] 
(25) 
-t for sorne i. E 71'-l(X), we get from (25) that dl'(x) == +00 for al! x E Bp. From 
theorem 3.5 Ht(Bp) == 0, for Bp is a full ¡.t-measure seto Since t > s(p) is arbitrary, 
we have the desired inequality. O 
Proof of theorem 3 part ii). Let ¡.t, denote the self-similar measure associated 
with p,. From the uniqueness of the invariant measure associated with the pair 
(\!i,p) (see [Hut]) the measures ¡.ti and H' coincide up to a constant factor. Since 
¡.t, (E \ Bp) == 0, then HS(E \ Bp) == 0, and therefore H'(E) == H'(Bp). This 
measure is known to be finite and positive when M is finite [Hut]. From part iv) of 
theorem 3 (see below) we know that ¡tp(Lp) == 1 for every p E P+. This proves ii) 
in theorem 3, for the reasoning aboye also applies to the sets B~";' l and Lp ,. O 
Since Besicovitch sets are invariants under the set mapping S\!i, part iii) of 
theorem 3 follows from the more general result below. 
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Proposition 3.7 Let O < t < s, and "'(x) = xtg(x), with 9 non-increasing in some 
interval (O,óo). Then, either H1>(B) = O or H1>(B) = +00, for any SIJi-invariant 
set B such that dimB > dime 0 n B). 
proof: 
We first prove that H1>(tp(A)) ~ rt H1>(A) for any similitude tp with contraction 
ratio r :::; 1, and for any A CE. Let O < ó < róo and consider a ó-covering {Vi}¡ of 
tp(A). If we write U¡ = tp-l(Vi) for every i, we have 
I: "'(1 Vi 1) = rt I: 1 U¡ l' g(r 1 U¡ 1) ~ r' I: 1 U¡ l' g(1 U¡ 1) = r' I: "'(1 U¡ 1). 
i i i i 
Since {u¡}¡ is a ó/r-covering of A, this shows that Ht(tp(A)) ~ r'Ht/r(A) and 
therefore the inequality H1>(tp(A)) ~ r'H1>(A) holds. 
Assume that O < H1>(B) < +00 for an SIJi-invariant set B such that dimB > 
dimB n 0. Then we have 
H1>(B) = H1>(SIJi(B)) == I: H"'(tpi(B)) ~ I: riH1>(B) > H1>(B), 
iEM iEM 
since t < s and 2:iEM rf is a decreasing function of x. This contradiction implies 
that B has H1>-measure zero or infinity. O 
Observe that proposition 3.7 holds for the gauge ",(e) = e, t i s. This implies 
that there is no SIJi-invariant t-set in E for dim0 < t < s. Notice also that 
proposition 3.7 applies to every SIJi-invariant subset of non-overlapping self-similar 
sets, to all Besicovitch-Egglestone sets, and to all thin Besicovitch sets since the 
intersection Bboo) n 0 is void (see the proof of the 0-lemma). The result still holds 
for Besicovitch sets Bp such that dim(Bp n 0) < dimBp = s(p). 
Proof of theorem 3 part iv). From part i) in theorem 3 and the definition of 
Lp, it follows that dimLp :::; s(p). 
We proceed as in the proof in theorem 2. Let X be the random variable in (14). 
For every x E Lp choose ix E lI'-l(X) such that 
limsup((2nloglognt1/2S;(ix)) = d(p), (26) 
n 
so that the "'",-upper density at each x E Lp verifies 
d!°(x) ~ exp{limsup fc(r¡.(n») (f~;.(ix)) - a)}. 
n e r .. (n) 
(27) 
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Since d(p) > o for p =f p., it follows from (26), lernma 3.6, and (27) that -a;.°(x) = 
+00 for all O ::; oc < d(p). The law of the iterated logarithm implies that the set Lp 
carries the whole measure !'-p, for Bp also does. Therefore, theorem 3.5 gives that 
H-Pa (Lp) = O for O ::; oc < d(p). This gives H,(p)(Lp) = O, because H'(p) ::; H-Po for 
all oc > O. O 
Closing Remark. 
Sorne natural extensions of the research presented in this paper are to generalize 
to the case M = lN the results obtained here, and to solve the same questions for 
the Packing dimension [Tri]. Sorne work addressing these issues is in progress. 
J( eywords and phrases: Self-similarity, Hausdorff measures, dimension function, 
the law of the iterated logarithm. 
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